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SUMMARY 

Methods based on the selective adsorption of straight-chain C,-Cl,, hydro- 
carbons on 5 A motecuIar sieves for quantitative determinations of (1) small amounts 
of non-linear compounds in n-par&n extracts, (2) n-par&Ens in kerosene and gas oil 
and (3) n-aicohals in primary oxo-alcohols are described. 

The short analysis time permits the appiication of these methods in the control 
of the industrial production of high-purity rr-pzrraffins and alcohols. 

ENTRODUCTION 

lMolecrr!ar sieves are being increasin,oly used in the anzlytica! and industrial 
fields. From an analytical point of view, the use of 5 /% molecular sieves for the quan- 
titative determination of Iinear compounds in hydrocarbon mixtures has b&n known 
for several yeiLTsxd. These methods typically employ adsorption of linear compounds 
in the liquid phase 2nd weighing of the sieves before and after treatment_ More 
recently, gas chromatographic (GC) methods have been described for the determina- 
tion of small amounts of non-linear compounds in linear hydrocarbon mixtures by 

’ their on-column adsorption in the vapour phase - ‘. Some of these methods employ 
systems in which chromatogrzms of both the untreated mixture and the denormalized 
mixture are recorded. Based on this principle, two methods for the simple and rzpid 
control of the extraction of larse amounts of n-par&&s from kerosene and gas oi! 
in industrial plants are described in this paper. 

EXPERIMENFAL AND RESUL2-S 

Determimfion of small amounL9 of non-normai conq3ounris in high-purify n-par&i% 

extracts in the carbon number range C,,C2, 
SampIes of P;-par&in extra% obtained by the Isosiv process bzsed on the 

l E?esenf& at the 5th Scwict4tali.m Cbmatogaphy S_vmpasium, T&inn, April 22-25, 1975. 



Fig. 1. Gas chromatogxaptic sptem used for Rpid ci_uan:ititive &%etinatioos of imptitis h IL- 
parafi%n eUr2cts. V = sampie vaporizer; S = spiittcr; F1, Fr = hoi43 of the spiit sampic; R = 
Etar&ing col~~,O.2 m x ~zTIIEIP.D.,~~~~ SE-30 ORC~XO~OSO~SP;MS = mokdarsie~ec&xmn, 

0.2 m x 4 in- I.D.; H = he-&& mvlile for co:rrmn MS slt~~ted ir fbe oveE of the chroraztogr2pk 
with 2n eccur2ie temperature controil~g device (350 -_I 0.3” d&n~ operation); C = analtial col- 
urns, I.5 m x 4mm F-D., 20 “/j SE-30 On ChrOmOSOib P; D = Lame i0iIization de&ctor. Oven 
temczrature = 210’. 

SO_@VC action of 5 a mo&ular sieves (Union Carbide) have been analyzed for the 
quantitative determination of small a-mounts (0.3-1.5 %) of non-normal compounds 
contained as impurities in the final piant products_ Although suitable analytical 
methods have already been described by other workers for this typ2 ofd2termination7-3, 
the length of ~-IX required for analysis precluded their use in industrial situations. A 
new GC syst2m has ther2fore been developed, as shown schematicafly in Fig. I. 

The sample is injected inro the vaporiier V and split into two flows, Fl and 
F2, in a ratio of approximately 3 : I__ The sampie Bow F, is efuted through the retarding 
column R, co_mp!erely deno_rifialized by 5 .& mof2cular sieves contained in the column 
MS, and revealed by the flame ionization detector 0 as one pezk; it represents all of 
the non-normal compounds contained in F,. The sampie flow F2. 30~s slowly through 
the column C and begins to be revealed Iater than F,. Therefore, in the final chromatc- 
gram (Fig. 2) are recorded a peak (TNN) be!onging to the total non-normal com- 
ponents contained in the flow F, and after a short delay as many peaks of the fiow 
Fz as can b2 separared by the cAumn C. 

Quantitative determinations are simpEe once a response Gctor P has b22n 
determined from the analysis of a standard mLxture in which th2 content of the non- 
normal componenti is know=. The response f2ctor ca be caicufated by the equation 

F = (Area F,) x’ (wt.-% OF TNN) 
(Area F,) 

Once the value of LF has been caIcu!ated for tke prrre standard, this equation 
can be used to calcuIare the weight percentage of TNN in unknown mixtures. Stan- 
dard mhiures can be blended using pure compounds or typical extracts. 

The constancy of F W;LS verified durin, 5 a series of analyses, the results and 
accuracy data for which are given in Table I. The arbon number distribution and 
content of non-r?_ormal colmpounds may be determined by this method in about 7 min. 
The carbon number distrileution is calculated assuming that the non-norm21 com- 
ponents are uniformly distributed. Even if this does not occur, considering that the 
content oFTNN does not norma!ty exceed l..5J’, OR& a re8ativdy small error may 
be introduced_ 

Coil&ioniflg o$sievecr. A large num’ber c3C c i anaiyses can be run without resnera- 



tim of the sieves alid very satisfactory repeatabiiiry and constancy of the correction 
factor are obtained. The correction factor is determined at the be&kg and at the 
end of fbe series of anzIyses_ 

A constant opera&g temperature of the cofumn containing the sieves of 
350 f 0.3” is mzinfxined during the analysis by means of a heating mantle. 1~ 
previons work, GzwIik et af.’ indicated that an anomalous adsorption of poIar are- 
mztic cmnprmds on the sieves may occur under these conditions. Preliminary de- 
activation of polar sites th2t might be present OIL the surface of new sieves in order 
to prevent this ~ssibifity is therefore useful. 

For this F qzose, good results were ob~k~&~ed by injecting several microtitres 
of aromatic compounds, for example aromatic extrzcEs, in IRX or regenerated sieves 
under the ssrile operating conditions as used io the analysis. No adsorprion of iso- 
pamEns with a long licear chain 2nd a methyl group & oae end of the chain occurred. 
Regeneration of the sieves can be performed at about 420”. 



Beiow CL1 0.21 0.24 4.8 0.18 
Cl1 23.26 23.20 1.1 23% 
Cl, 32.Sl 32.90 1.6 30.24 
Cl3 26.26 26.!6 1.2 24.05 
c1, 15.22 15.26 I.? 2~.54 

Above C,, 0.07 0.07 6.3 0.39 

Totei won-coma1 2.17 6.1 G.74 

F 26.19 1.9 

n-Pamfin content in kerosene md gas off 
The problem of the rapid determination of the content of z-paraEns in 

kerosene oi gas oil destined for denormakzation plants for the production of hfgh- 
puSy n-paiafiins has been considerably simplified by using the GC system shown in 
Fig. 3. 

ne sampIe is injected and almost immediateiy detected by detector 3, after a 
short de!ay due to its passage through the capiIIary tube 2. All of the sample injected 
is the&ore recorded 2s one peak. Its flow then slows during its passage rhrocgh 
columns 4, 5 and 6. Pre-treated molecular sieves denormalize the sample in column 
6. The detector 8 reveals with reversed po!arity 2 second peak, which represents the 
denormalized sample. The diffsrence between the 2x2s of the first and second peaks 
represents the amount of linear compounds contained in the sampie. 

Fi_e 3. Gas chiomato_gaphic system i‘or determinatiors of linear compo~& 122atGxd in kerosene 
and gas oil. 1 = injector; 2 = capi!!ary tubz, i m X 0.5 mm I.D. ; 3 = tlrermal conductivity detector 
@ok&y ‘>: 4 = coluz-zn filkd with P3Ck50, I.D. !jS in.; 5 = co!um~ fiJ.kd witi NoA OV-I oil 
ChrOmosOrb \v, 1.5 m x t[g in. I.D.; 6 = cohx~ fibi with p?e-tnxtd 5 fi molt sieves, 1/S 

in. ID.; 7 = hziting Over, ior iiic colcixm containing t‘np, sieves sitaatcd in the oven oi t&e g2s-shm- 
matograph with an 2ccwatc tempewtwe controliing &vice (X0 1 0.3’ dtCng oper2tion); i3 = 
themal conductivity detctor (pofzri~ -). Oven tem_perzture = 270”. 

III order to verify the efficiency and selectivity of the sieves, a standard sample 
of known composition fias to be run before a series of analyses is arried out. Toe 
percentag of non-linear co@por;ents in the sampie is simply obtained by m&ipIying 
by 1045 the ratio jarea of noiz-linear compooents]/(area of tota! sample). A typical 
chromatogran of kerosene recorded under these conditions is shown in Fig. 4. 



Fig_ 4. Typ~czl cfirorrato~m of kerosene recorded under the condi:ions of the system shown in 
Fig. 3. In chronotogini order, the first peak represents the injected sampie 2nd the sand the de- 
no_mxlized sample. Between them, inversion of pokrity 2nd adjustment to the baseline can be ob- 
served. 

After having recorded the first pezk, the pokity of the thermal conductivity 
detector mrisi be reversed and the pen adjusted to the baseline. Manrtal positioning 
of the inte,gc2tor is rgukd for Ehe intq-ation of the second peak. In the experience 

of the authors, this system is usefir for ttre rapid ccmtrot of kerosene and gzs oil feed- 
stocks and of the amount of residual II-par&Ens in denormalized kerosene or gas oil 
during the indirstrizi productions of high-parity z-parafins. The the of analysis is 
only 5 min. St is clear that the advantiges deriving from such a short analysis time 
must be bahced against the Izck of other types of information and qualitative data. 
Typical rest&s 2nd comparisons with sampfes of klpown composition are given in 
-F2b!e 11. 

Cui~lditiani~g of sieves. Before use, the molecular sieves (5 A, 30-60 mesh) 
must Se pre-treated with aromatic compomxds, possibly of the same type as the 
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sample that is to be analyzed. As pointed our 2bovez th;e sieves could exhibit 2~ sf- 
fin&y for some aromatic compounds contained in the sample (particularly naphtha- 
lenes). This efieci would decrease the si,onal ofthe second peak in the c~hromatogr2m 

(non-normal pestl;). 
Fre-conditioning of rhe sieves can be 2ccompIished by washing them with heavy 

aromatics or by injecting 10 ycZ of heavy aromatics IQ--I 5 times before beginning the 
analysis. Aroril2tics can be extracted by percoiation through silica gei or ob+&ined 
from -he heavy components of the Udex process. 

The procedulys of ‘“vapour phase" denorma!ization in ;L GC column zs shown 
in the previous examples cannot be applied to alcohoh iri the same carbon number 
range, 2s the use of high-temperature columns Bled with mokcculsr sieves produces 
dehydration of alcohol mixtures. Therefore, the adsorption of linear aicohofs by the 

Fig. 5. czpiilay coluE~ c-hxonato~gi or a ty&si s2mp!e of ox~alcohok in the ease C,_dlS. 



TIME 

Fig. 5. Czpiky cokmn ckrom2togr2m of the szrzple 2s in Fig. 5, after treatma% with molecular 
sieves. 



use -of moltxular sieves is performed by tradition& sofid-liquid-phase methods. 
Mixtures or” fk~czar and iso2lcohois of the Cype R- CH@') - CEE20H, where R is a Iinear 
hydroarbon chain 2nd R’ IS a linev hydroc2rbon chein or hydrogen in the case of 
iinear aicohois, derived from the 0x0~foimyfation of linear olefins with the doirbge 
bond in random positions, have been analyzed by low- and high-resolution GC in 
order to determine *be conter,t of linear compounds for the purpose of plant conuol. 
The czpiflary coiumn g2s chrom2togr2~n of 2 ~yisi~ acetykted C&2,, alcohol 
mixture is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 represents the same sample after denormzlizatioc 
by mo!ecular sieve adsoiytion of linear compouds. The peaks indicated ES “dl? 

have been identified as the aceiyfated linear primary akohofs with x carbon atoms. 
The other peaks correspond to the derivatives of isozlcohofs as determiired by gas 
chromatography-mass spectrometry*O. For the same carbon number, the isocom- 
pounds ap,pear in the chromazogram before each Zinear compound. Peaks belonging 
to impurities of p~rafEns and the solvent pe& (Fig. 6) are &o present in the chro- 
rt;la~o~2ms. 

Although the quantitative determinadoa of th, = content of linear compoirnds 
cou!d be possiiile by this means, other experiments were carried out in order<0 reduce 
the time of analysis and to verii] the eEciency of adsorption of line= alcohols by the 
sieves. Ir was four?d that an almost compiete separation of linear alcohols from iso- 
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alcohols is possible even using 2 packed column without previorrs acetyiation. Integra- 
tion cxz be conveniently accompkhed usin, = integration Iimits ifs shown iff Fig. 7. 
Comparison of the rek&s obtained by analyses with catpiIfary and packed columns 
shows good agreement for both the carbon number distribution and the content of 
n-alcohofs. 

A&oqxfian of linear alcohols and mza@ses 0f de separated_prodmts. Mokcukr 
sieve dritd at &JO” for 4 h in a fbw of dry nitrogen were added in a ratio of IO:1 
with xhe sample in isooct2ane (speczrophotometric grade, Carfo Erba, ~Mllan, Italy) 
sofutioz~ Refluxing for 16 h completed the adsorption of finear compoutids. Very 
tar&l washing of the sieves ~2s necessxy in order to remove all non-normal com- 
pounds. 

The chromato_gram of non-normaf alcohols Eifter treatment with molecular 
sieves is shown in Fig. 8. The same anaIytical conditions were used to obtairr the 
chroma~ogr2ms shown in Figs. 7-9. 

The anafysis of the compounds adsorbed by the sieves was performed by de- 
stroying the sieves with hydrofluoric acid, extraction znd then analysis of the ad- 

sorbed substaces by GC. An Amost isomer-free chrom2togr2m is obtained (Fig. 9). 
Superimpositioo of the chromatogrrrm of Fig. 8 on to Fig. 9 gives the chromatogr2m 
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of Fig. 7 with 2 33 o/0 relative accuracy for the carbon number distribution and isomer 
content. 

It. w;ts also de~i;onstzzted that only liEear 2lcohols are adsorbed by the sieves; 
no isomers were detected in the high-resolution g2s chrom2togr2m of the acetylated 
2dsorbate. 

Further, the analysis of the cheticzl!y reduced adsorbate (FastfEns) reve2ted 
no appreciable cc-ntent of isop=aZns. The reduction procedure has been accumtely 
tested”. 

It can be concluded that the packed colunn analysis of the alcohol mixtures 
examined is a suEciently accur2te 2nd lapid method for demmining the carbon 
number distribution and isomer content. Further, it h2s been verified that the adsorp- 
tion of n-alcohols is highly selective. 

CONCLUSIONS 

6C methods for determining n-paratiins in mixtures of hydrocarbons have 
been developed. Although maximum information cannot be obtAned from t&e chro- 
matograms, the short time of ar?alysis can be useful for controlling the content of n- 
parafiins in feedstocks and the purity of the iz-p2raEn extracts in the fsosiv process. 
Further, some aspects of the adsorption of linear alcohols by 5 A molecular sieves in 
the solid-liquid phase connected with GC applications have been demonstrated. A 
high selectivity for n-alcohol adsorption in comparison with 211 isoalcohols has been 
demonstrated. 

The experiences of other workers concerning adsorption of “polar” hydro- 
carbon compounds (aromatics), probably on the surface of the sieves, under GC 
conditions have been verified. 

Substantial adsorption of iso-compounds that have 2 long linear hydrocarbon 
chain and 2 Z-methyl group has not been verified either for hydrocarbons or for 
primary a.lcohols under the analytical conditions used. 
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